SOUTH AFRICA / AFRIQUE DU SUD
SÜDAFRIKA / SUDÁFRICA
(NINGIZIMU AFRIKA / MZANTSI AFRIKA / SUID-AFRIKA)
THEMATIC PHILATELY IN SUNNY SOUTH AFRICA
South Africa has a small philatelic membership – perhaps our
glorious weather and sporting lifestyle keeps the population
out of doors, instead of peering through magnifying glasses at
pieces of sticky paper! But those who do collect stamps have a
vast array of topics from which to choose and even these indoor hobbyists can follow a favourite sport or go bird watching and whale spotting through the medium of philately.
Sporting themes have been popular in South Africa since the
first rugby issue more than 40 years ago. This was followed by
stamps on bowls, cricket and golf in the 1970’s as well as soccer, racing, yachting and athletics. More recently we honoured
our heroes who won the Rugby World Cup in 1995 and the
African Soccer Cup of Nations in 1996, with a series of colourful, decidedly modern-looking, standardized mail issues.
The 2010 Soccer World Cup, which is being held in South
Africa, has seen a flurry of activity by the Philatelic Service.
Just recently a miniature sheet was released, depicting the
endangered species of African wild dog, poised on a soccer
ball, ready to dribble! This is only the start of what promises
to be a number of soccer related issues in the run up to the
actual event.
But sport is not the only aspect of our outdoor lifestyle –
game viewing is equally popular. Tourists visit South Africa to
see the Big Five, although it is more likely they will spot the
elusive leopard on the R5 miniature sheet than in real life.
Together with the white rhino, buffalo, elephant and lion, the
leopard was again depicted on a set of stamps bearing airmail
postcard rates, thus encouraging overseas tourists to send
postcards back home, showing the beauty of the African veldt
and its prolific wildlife.
The abundance of marine life along South African shores was
illustrated by a set of definitives featuring a Leopard Seal, the
King Penguin and the sea bird, Antarctic Skua. This theme was
further pursued with
a miniature sheet – a

joint issue with Namibia
and Norfolk Island - which
depicted majestic whales
floating in the waters of
the southern oceans. The wildlife theme would be incomplete without mention of the bird life too. Swallows and
sandpipers, buzzards and bee-eaters, falcons and flamingoes, owls and eagles all have had their turn on local
stamps. Whether you are a ‘twitcher’ or a stamp collector
– our birds are beautiful.
On the philatelic scene - “ThemNews” is the magazine
which aims to promote thematic collecting – ‘any theme
will do’- aptly describing thematics as the “art of philately”. Subscribers themselves fill the pages with articles on
various subjects and it makes for fascinating reading. We
have learnt much about minerals and mining, battleships
and birds, cars and computers. Other philatelic magazines
include the full-colour “SA Philatelist” and “Setempe”. The
latter is issued by the South African Post Office and promotes their latest and forthcoming new issues. The SA
Philatelist, whilst not specifically a thematic publication,
nevertheless often features material by thematic contributors and we have seen excellent articles such as Medicine
on Stamps, Christmas Stamps, even Clivias on stamps – an
exquisite lily, indigenous to South Africa, which is found in
a variety of shapes, sizes and colours.
Finally, on behalf of the thematic scene in South Africa we
wish BELGICA 2006 great success for their international
exhibition and for the special issue of their thematic magazine. May we encourage your readers to visit the South
African postal website at www.sapo.co.za to view our
beautiful country with its diversity of art, culture, scenic
tourist spots and prolific wildlife, and hopefully visit in person in the not too distant future – what about coming in
2010 for the Soccer World Cup?
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